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Abstract

Control over the spontaneous emission of light through tailored optical environ-

ments remains a fundamental paradigm in nanophotonics. The use of highly-con�ned

plasmons in materials such as graphene provides a promising platform to enhance tran-

sition rates in the IR-THz by many orders of magnitude. However, such enhancements

involve near-�eld plasmon modes or other kinds of near-�eld coupling like quenching,

and it is challenging to use these highly con�ned modes to harness light in the far-�eld

due to the di�culty of plasmonic outcoupling. Here, we propose that through the use

of radiative cascade chains in multi-level emitters, IR plasmons can be used to enhance

far �eld spectra in the visible and UV range, even at energies greater than 10 eV. Com-

bining Purcell-enhancement engineering, graphene plasmonics, and radiative cascade

can result in a new type of UV emitter whose properties can be tuned by electrically

doping graphene. Varying the distance between the emitter and the graphene surface

can change the strength of the far-�eld emission lines by two orders of magnitude. We

also �nd that the dependence of the far-�eld emission on the Fermi energy is poten-

tially extremely sharp at the onset of interband transitions, allowing the Fermi energy
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to e�ectively serve as a �switch� for turning on and o� certain plasmonic and far-�eld

emissions.

Introduction

One of the most fundamental results of quantum electrodynamics is that the spontaneous

emission rate of an excited electron is not a �xed quantity; rather, it is highly dependent

on the optical modes of the surroundings.1�6 This result, known by most as the Purcell

e�ect,7 is the basis for the active �eld of spontaneous emission engineering, which has become

paradigmatic in nanophotonics and plasmonics.

One system that has emerged as a promising platform for studying strong plasmon in-

duced light-matter interactions is graphene, which features low-loss, extremely sub-wavelength

infrared surface plasmons with a dynamically tunable dispersion relation.8�19 The combina-

tion of these features makes graphene prime for a wide array of applications such as tunable

perfect absorbers, x-ray sources with tunable output frequency, tunable phase shifters with

2π phase control, tunable Casimir forces for mechanical sensing,20 tunable light sources via

the plasmonic Cerenkov e�ect,21 and electrical control over atomic selection rules by taking

advantage of access to conventionally forbidden transitions.22 Additionally, because graphene

plasmons can be con�ned to volumes 108 times smaller than that of a di�raction-limited pho-

ton,23 an infrared emitter in the vicinity of graphene can experience extreme enhancement of

spontaneous decay through both allowed and forbidden channels via the Purcell e�ect.22,24

The Purcell e�ect and its consequences are almost universally studied in the framework

of two-level systems. Surprisingly, the indirect e�ect of Purcell engineering on radiative

cascade dynamics has rarely been exploited. Realistic emitters of course have many levels,

and it is therefore possible to in�uence the spontaneous emission spectrum of an atom far

beyond what a simple two-level analysis reveals, as we extensively make use of in this work.

In particular, we �nd that by interfacing the (electrically and chemically) tunable IR Purcell
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spectrum of 2D plasmonic materials like graphene with multilevel emitters, it may be possible

to design an electrically tunable UV frequency emitter, even when no plasmons exist at those

frequencies. Remarkably, we �nd that it is possible to use the Purcell e�ect at IR frequencies

to enhance far-�eld emission of 100 nm wavelength light by nearly two orders of magnitude.

Methods

In our work, we consider the spectrum produced by emitters near tunable plasmonic environ-

ments such as graphene. For calculational concreteness, we take a hydrogenic emitter, whose

spectrum shares many features with more generic atoms. The hydrogen atom has a set of

electronic states indexed by quantum numbers |n, l,ml,ms〉, where n is the principal quan-

tum number, l is the orbital quantum number, ml gives the orbital angular momentum, and

ms is the spin of the electron. The e�ect of spin-�ip transitions is negligible for our purposes,

and thus we will not keep track of the electron spin quantum number ms. Additionally, we

will not consider �ne structure splitting, so the energies of states are indexed solely by the

principle number n. Electrons have the ability to transition between states through emission

and absorption of light. Strictly speaking, the electromagnetic �uctuations of the system are

mixtures of far-�eld photons and near-�eld plasmons, but in practice, every excitation can

be well-de�ned as either a photon or a plasmon to a good approximation. The Purcell factor

serves as a heuristic for whether or not an excitation is a photon in the far-�eld. Modes

with a Purcell factor of order unity correspond unambiguously to photonic excitations into

the far �eld. Modes with higher Purcell factor correspond either to plasmonic modes, or

quenching (for example through electron-hole pair excitation in the material). This work

aims to extract a signal from the far �eld, so whether excitations in the material are through

plasmons or other forms of energy absorption is irrelevant, since any method of excitation

will put the atom into the next electronic state which may enable decay into a far-�eld pho-

ton. Applying this heuristic to the regimes we consider, excitations at IR frequencies will
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be considered purely plasmonic in nature, while excitations in the visible and UV will be

treated as far-�eld photons.

We consider a multi-state system with a pump from the ground state |g〉 of Hydrogen

to some excited state |e〉. Both optical and electrical pumping could be considered. Once

excited, the electron can then radiatively cascade back down to the ground state, emitting

photons of one or more frequencies in the process. The dynamics of the system are governed

by the rate equation
dN

dt
= AN, (1)

where N is a vector of length n containing the occupation numbers of the n electronic states,

and A is a rate matrix with entries Aij = (1 − δij)Γij − δij
∑n
k=1 Γkj, where Γij is the rate

of transition between states i and j. The rate Γge describes the pumping of photons from

the ground state to the starting excited state. The rates of all upward transitions with

the exception of the pump Γge are assumed to be zero. After su�cient time, a steady state

equilibrium is established between the pump and the cascading photons, i.e. dNs

dt
= ANs = 0,

where Ns contains the steady state populations of the emitter levels.

The total rate of production of a particular frequency photon is obtained by summing

over all channels of the same frequency of emission to account for potential degeneracies.

That is,
dpω
dt

=
∑
ωij=ω

ΓijNi, (2)

where ωij = ωj − ωi. Then, the observed power output of a frequency ω is given as

P (ω) = h̄ω
dpω
dt

. (3)

The observed di�erential spectrum dP (ω)/dω will be subject to broadening e�ects, such as

doppler broadening and inhomogeneous broadening which we do not consider here. This

model is easily extended by adding non-radiative loss channels directly into the rate equa-

tions. Also note that we assume electrons in the 2s state return to the ground state without
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the emission of a photon since this e�ect is negligible at �rst order.25

The spontaneous emission rate from state |i〉 to |j〉 near the surface of graphene is given

as Γij = Γ0Fp(ω), where Γ0 is the rate of transition in the vaccum, and Fp(ω) is the Purcell

factor. The Purcell factor for p-polarized modes is given as24

Fp(ω) = 1 + f
3c3

2ω3

∫
q2 exp(−2qz)Im

[
1

1− qσ(q, ω)/2iωε0

]
dq, (4)

where ω is the plasmon frequency, q is the plasmon in-plane wavevector, z is the distance

between the graphene and the emitter, σ(q, ω) is the conductivity of graphene, and f =

1 (1/2) for dipoles perpendicular (parallel) to the graphene plane. In Figure 1, we see such

an emitter near the surface of graphene that is able to radiate into plasmonic surface modes

as well as into the far-�eld. We also see the energy levels of hydrogen with the possible decay

pathways from the 4d state shown as given by the dipole selection rules. By calculating the

rates, we compute the power spectrum, which we claim can undergo a drastic shift as the

emitter is brought into su�cient proximity of the graphene surface.

In our study, we consider two models of conductivity: the Drude model, σD(ω) =

i(e2EF/πh̄
2)/(ω + iτ−1), and the local interband conductivity σ(ω) = σD(ω) + σI(ω), where

the contribution from interband e�ects is σI(ω) = e2

4h̄

(
θ(h̄ω − 2EF )− i

π
ln
∣∣∣2EF +h̄ω
2EF−h̄ω

∣∣∣).26 In

the above, EF is the Fermi energy of the graphene substrate, which is directly related to

the electron carrier density, and τ is the empirical relaxation time corresponding to losses

that can generally be a function of frequency and vary with the Fermi energy.26 Experiments

have successfully doped graphene to levels as high as EF = 0.8 eV.27 We use the full local

conductivity model in the zero temperature limit. The temperature dependent corrections

are very small in the regimes we consider since both h̄ω � kBT and EF � kBT at room

temperature, where kBT ≈ 25 meV, whereas h̄ω and EF are an order of magnitude higher or

more.24 In this work we neglect the dependence of τ on EF but it can be accounted for using

results of density functional theory analysis.28 While the local model is more precise and has
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been demonstrated to well-describe �ourescence quenching experiments in graphene,27 we

also consider the Drude model to connect to other 2D metals and also other Drude metals

featuring high local density of states. We comment on the neglect of nonlocality later in the

text.

Results and Discussion

Using the rate equation formalism of the previous section, we now explore how proximity

to graphene can enhance atomic spectra through radiative cascade. We consider a hydrogen

atom pumped from the 1s state to a 4d state. In order to understand the dynamics of en-

hancement at work, we consider the Purcell factors which enhance each transition frequency

at various distances from emitter to the graphene surface. In Figure (2a) we show the Purcell

factor given in Eq. 4 for a dipole at frequecy ω at a distance z from a graphene surface doped

to EF = 1.0 eV using the Drude model of conductivity. Losses are taken into an account with

Drude relaxation time of τ = 10−13 s. At low frequency and low z, loss induced quenching

causes the Purcell factor to exhibit divergent behavior. At mid frequency range 0.05 - 0.8

eV, the Purcell enhancement comes primarily from plasmonic emission, and can easily reach

106 at experiementally realizable z such as 5 nm. At su�ciently high frequencies (≥ 0.8

eV), proper plasmonic modes cease to exist, and the relevant electromagnetic �uctuations

instead can couple to particle-hole excitation. In this region, the supported modes are sim-

ply the far-�eld free space modes. Panel (2c) shows the Purcell factor using the full local

RPA model of graphene conductivity which accounts for interband transitions. The main

di�erence between the Drude and full local RPA model can be seen in the 105−106 Hz (0.66

- 6.6 eV) frequency range. The RPA model exhibits a sharp dip in the Purcell factor at a

critical frequency characterized by the condition 2EF = h̄ω, corresponding to the divergence

of the imaginary part of the conductivity.

Panels (2b) and (2d) show the rate of photon production for a hydrogenic dipole emitter
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approaching the surface of graphene, calculated for the conductivity models described in (2a)

and (2c) respectively. When the emitter is placed within nanometers of the graphene sheet,

infrared plasmon emission is enhanced by the Purcell e�ect. In fact, the direct plasmonic

enhancement of IR transitions is much greater than that of vis-UV transitions, leading to

dominance of IR decay pathways in the presence of graphene. This alteration of the decay

pathways can induce substantial modi�cation of the far-�eld spectrum. As an example, at

distances closer than 20 nm the 3p → 1s (103 nm) UV transition dominates the 2p → 1s

transition (121 nm) which is normally prominent in free space. Note that this dominance

comes not from direct enhancement of the local density of states at the 3p → 1s transition

frequency, but rather the enhancement of the IR transition 4d→ 3p at 1875 nm associated

with plasmon emission. The enhanced IR transition populates 3p with electrons which then

prefer to decay into the 1s state. We note that this principle is easily extended to other

emitters with much higher frequency transitions (such as helium with a 30+ eV transition

and perhaps even EUV transitions). It would also be of interest to extend this idea to higher

energy core-shell transitions in heavier atoms.

In Figure 3, we see the calculated spectral power output of the emitter at three di�erent

distances z. At a distance z = 100 nm shown in panel (3d), the emitter is too far from

the surface of graphene to couple to plasmonic modes, so the output spectrum is e�ectively

that of an emitter in free space. As the emitter nears the surface, the local density of states

for the 1875 nm line increases the most, enabling it to outcompete the 656 nm transition

which is stronger in free space. IR plasmons are excited at increasingly short wavelengths,

re-routing the power output of the emitter into the 103 nm UV channel. The strengthening

of the 103 nm line can be seen at distance z = 20 nm shown in panel (3c). At distances

below 10 nm, more than 90% of the power output is directed into the 103 nm channel. Panel

(3b) shows the vast majority of spectral output in the 103 nm line. Indirect coupling of

IR and UV transition rates is a highly e�cient method of UV enhancement, as an order of

magnitude or more power is channeled into the far-�eld UV emission than the excitation of
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the supporting IR plasmon.

We now exploit features of the full local conductivity model to work toward a spectrum

that can be both drastically modi�ed and delicately tuned by doping graphene. As we

recall from Figure (2c), the Purcell factor calculated in the full local conductivity model

exhibits a sharp dip near 2EF = h̄ω as a result of the corresponding logarithmic singularity

in σI(2EF/h̄). By tuning the Fermi energy such that 2EF/h̄ corresponds to a characteristic

transition frequency ω0 of the emitter, the rates of other transition frequencies can be greatly

enhanced relative to that of frequency ω0. What results is a dramatic relative slowing of

the ω0 transition, which can cause reduced intensity not only in the emission line ω0, but

also in emission lines corresponding to transitions enabled by radiative cascade after the ω0

transition.

In Figure 4, we see the photon emission rates at four distances z as a function of varying

Fermi energy EF . The two lowest energy transition in this system are at 1875 nm and 656

nm, corresponding to critical EF values of 0.34 eV and 0.95 eV respectively. Crossing these

boundaries causes critical changes in the branching ratios of the system. For example, at a

distance of z = 20 nm shown in panel (4d), a Fermi energy of 0.34 eV suppresses the 4d→ 3p

(1875 nm) transition, whereas a Fermi energy of 0.32 eV allows the 1875 nm transition to

dominate. Since electrons in the 3p state are far more likely to transition into 1s than 2s,

crossing this Fermi energy boundary acts not only as a �switch� for the 1875 line, but also

one which ampli�es the 103 nm UV line, and suppresses the visible line at 486 nm. As the

emitter nears the surface at distances of z = 1 nm or 5 nm, as shown in panels (4a) and 4b),

the system dynamics change. Namely, with increasing proximity to the surface, the 1875 nm

line remains dominant for most values of EF while the 103 nm line decreases in intensity.

However, after crossing the critical threshold corresponding to suppression of the 656 nm

line, the 103 nm line is once again enabled to match the intensity of the 1875 nm channel.

As another example, consider that by changing the distance from z = 5 nm to z = 10 nm,

one can change which channel the 656 nm line follows. At z = 5 nm (4b), the 656 nm line
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matches the rate of the 1875 nm line for EF below the 656 nm suppression threshold. In

contrast, at z = 10 nm (4c), the 656 nm line instead follows the 103 nm line. We see that

crossing critical doping boundaries allows signi�cant modi�cation of the spectral structure,

while tuning between critical points allows smooth and controlled deformation. Moreover,

these e�ects are predicted for experimentally feasible values of the parameters EF and z,

suggesting that it may be possible to extract such far-�eld signals in a laboratory setting.

Using the full nonlocal RPA conductivity model, one can estimate the e�ects of nonlocal-

ity on our calculations.24 The e�ects of nonlocality are most signi�cant at low Fermi energies.

In these regimes, the Purcell factors near ω = 2EF/h̄ can become larger than in the local

approximation by around 2 orders of magnitude. The result is a less drastic but stil critical

behavior at the expected points which should be observable. At EF > 0.5 eV, the nonlocal

corrections are comparatively much smaller. Additionally, note that nonlocal considerations

should not signi�cantly impact the spectrum as a function of distance z variation so long as

no important transitions lie in the conductivity divergent frequency range. In other words,

strong indirect enhancement of far-�eld transitions should still be achievable, even in the

presence of nonlocal e�ects.

From the analysis here, it is clear that the e�ect of the Fermi energy of graphene serves

not only as a knob to alter plasmonic coupling, but also one which can modify coupling into

far-�eld modes where there are no plasmons - all due to the radiative cascade e�ect which

e�ectively correlates the emission of IR and UV frequencies. By varying both the Fermi

energy and the distance to substrate z, a wide variety of spectral regimes can be accessed.

Changing either of these paramaters has the ability to change the fundamental behavior of

the emitter. As another example, consider that by changing the distance from z = 5 nm

to z = 10 nm, one can change which channel the 656 nm line follows. At z = 5 nm (4b),

the 656 nm line matches the rate of the 1875 nm line for EF below the 656 nm suppression

threshold. In contrast, at z = 10 nm (4c), the 656 nm line instead follows the 103 nm line.

In this sense, both z and EF play critical roles in determining the emission rate of plasmons
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and photons. The distance to the surface sets a limit on the enhancement levels of modes

depending on how the plasmon wavevector q compares to z. The Fermi energy is of principal

importance for determining which modes lie primarily in the plasmonic quenching or e-h pair

excitation regimes.

Excitation of the emitter to higher energy level states can greatly increase the number

of decay pathways available to an electron, as we demonstrate in Figure 5. As an example,

consider an emitter excited to the state 5p. At distances z = 20 nm from the surface (c), the

emission rate of 95 nm photons into the far-�eld can increase by a factor of 50 or more across a

wide range of carrier densities. In particular, the critical threshold corresponding to the 4050

nm plasmon has the e�ect of exchanging the spectral dominance of the 95 nm and 103 nm

lines. In this case, bringing the atom much closer than 10 nm from the surface changes decay

dynamics in a way which actually suppresses this e�ect, which can be seen in panel (a). At a

distance as close as 5 nm, plasmons of lower frequency than those which enable the fast UV

transition become excited, competing with the desired high frequency transitions. Perhaps

counterintuitively, the strongest enhancement of UV far-�eld emission occurs at moderate,

rather than extremely close or extremely far distances of emitter to surface. At extremely

close distances to the surface, plasmons of higher frequency become excited, working against

the ability of very low frequency IR plasmons to focus electrons through a very speci�c decay

channel. This emphasizes that strong high frequency enhancement requires not only the

enhancement of IR plasmons which enable UV transitions, but also the relative dominance

of this enabling IR transition to other competing mechanisms of decay.

Conclusions and Outlook

In summary, we have demonstrated that by modulating the carrier density and proximity

of an emitter to graphene, the far-�eld emission spectrum can be fundamentally altered by

greatly enhancing the rates of coupling to the electromagnetic �uctuations of the graphene
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sheet. We note that while we have emphasized the enhancement of UV emission, our results

make it evident that the entire spectrum can be drastically altered. This includes both

the partial or nearly complete suppression of ordinarily present spectral lines, as well as

the ampli�cation of lines that are slow under free-space conditions. Since UV transitions

generating far �eld photons may be indirectly enhanced through cascade, it should be possible

to observe evidence of enhancement in an experimental setting, even without the ability to

outcouple plasmons.

Though graphene plasmons are a particularly appealing candidate due to their well-

studied high con�nement and dynamic tunability, they may not be the only possible platform

for this kind of enhancement. Similar types of enhancements may be possible to observe in

thin-�lm metallic systems, thin �lms of polar dielectrics, and other emerging polaritonic

platforms. For example, surface phonon-polaritons on hexagonal boron nitride can provide

similar Purcell enhancement-type e�ects. In fact, the Restrahlen band of hBN could allow

for even more selective enhancement of �rst or higher order decay mechanisms, enabling yet

another mechanism of control over which transitions are enhanced.29

An alternate possibility for controlling the far-�eld spectrum is by not only engineering

the Purcell enhancement of allowed dipolar transitions, but also utilizing forbidden transi-

tions.30�35 It should be possible to use the highly con�ned plasmons in graphene to make

highly forbidden emitter transitions occur at rates competitive with those of electric dipole

transitions.22 Then by radiative cascade, one can extract a far-�eld UV signal from these

forbidden transitions. Our analysis presented here thus serves as a crucial starting point for

designing experiments to detect transitions whose observations have proved elusive since the

discovery of spontaneous emission.
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Figures

Figure 1: Hydrogenic emitter near the surface of graphene with pumping laser. As the atomic
emitter is brought closer to the graphene substrate, surface plasmons can form, enhancing the
emission rate in the IR spectrum. Through radiative cascade, enhancement is also observed
in the UV at 103 nm.
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Figure 2: Rate of photon emission of di�erent wavelengths via radiative cascade for electrons
pumped from 1s to 4d state of Hydrogen via laser at a rate of Γ1s→4d = 104 s−1. Calculations
performed at EF = 1.0 eV and losses of τ = 10−13 s. Plots (a) and (c) show the Purcell
factor as a function of distance and frequency in the a) Drude model regime and c) full
interband conductivity model regime. Plots (b) and (d) show the rate of photon emission
corresponding to these regimes. The colored lines in the Purcell factor plots correspond to
the frequencies of emission shown in the probability plots.
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Figure 3: (a) Hydrogenic energy level cascade diagram for electron decay pathways from 4d
excited state. (b,c,d) Calculated power spectrum of Hydrogenic emitter at three distances
z = (10, 20, 100) nm from the surface of graphene. Calculations were done assuming a pump
rate Γ1s→4d = 104 s−1, full local conductivity model with losses characterized by τ = 10−13s,
and graphene surface doped to EF = 1.0 eV. As the emitter approaches the surface, the 1875
nm transition in the IR is enhanced, amplifying the power output of the 103 nm UV line,
while suppressing the strength of other spectral lines.
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Figure 4: (a,b,c,d) Rate of emission of di�erent wavelength photons via radiative cascade with
1s photons pumped to the 4d state of Hydrogen via laser (Γ1s→4d = 104 s−1), with varying
Fermi Energy EF , and with graphene at distances z = (1, 5, 10, 20) nm from the emitter.
Calculations are done using the full intraband conductivity model with losses characterized
by τ = 1× 10−13s. Divergence of the imaginary part of the full conductivity at EF = h̄ω/2
results in highly critical behavior in the spectrum around EF which correspond by this
relation to ω of transitions in the electronic spectrum. In particular, 2×λ1875 nm corresponds
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As the distance z decreases, crossing critical points causes larger changes in the spectrum.
Also note that at low EF , emission rates stabalize.
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Figure 5: (a)-(d) Rate of emission of di�erent wavelength photons via radiative cascae with
1s photons pumped to the 5p state of Hydrogen, with varying Fermi Energy EF , and with
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